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HOPE OF DESTINY NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL 

ESTABLISHMENT, UGANDA-AFRICA 

By Special Life Team  

In Africa           02/Feb/2018 

The growth and development of some privately owned educational facilities would 

largely reveal the joy, pain, stress and necessary efforts required to keep a school; 

visible, relevant and vibrant. 

Every school establishment has unique background, strengths, weaknesses, threats and 

opportunities at hand. 

The Vision bearer(s)/founder/proprietor of a school establishment has the shape and the 

road map of such a school; inside his/her subconscious mind. His/her vision should 

always be protected, guided, empowered and embraced for the good of the 

establishment. The Vision Bearer(s) should also appreciate and respect opinion(s) of 

professionals hired to boost the life-energy of the school establishment. 

Most of Africa’s privately owned school establishments have been hit by stagnation, 

frustration and /or shut down due to lack of harmony between the Vision Bearer(s) and 

hired professionals serving as employees. 

Hope of Destiny Nursery and primary school establishment was positively empowered 

and propelled by the good relations between the Vision Bearer(s) and the technical 

officials hired to manage structures and systems put in place. 

We are privileged to serve in bits and pices the pain, joy, stress and necessary efforts 

invested within 13 years (2004-2018) to make the name HOPE OF DESTINY NURSERY 

AND PRIMARY SCHOOL ESTABLISHMENT praise worthy. The Vision Bearer Bishop 

Mugoba Nsonga James spent thirteen years fixing the bits and pices required to facilitate 

smooth operations of a modern early childhood development facility in Uganda Africa. 
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LOCATION:  

HOPE OF DESTINY NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL ESTABLISHMENT is located 

about 8 minutes walk from the famous Mandela National Stadium-Namboole.The school 

has a permanent home right at the centre of Namataba zone,Kira municipality,Wakiso 

District. A branch facility was created in Bujanko Island, Mpigi Distirct, Uganda; to serve 

210 learners as recorded in 2018. 

 

FORMATION:  

The Vision Bearer(s) Bishop Mugoba Nsonga James had an intra-personal preparedness 

to serve others. He was refined by early childhood challenges that shaped his mind to 

promote self-reliance strategy. The pain of growing up without a clear source of income 

support transformed Bishop Mugoba Nsonga James to develop a true love for humanity. 

He chose educational investments over other investment opportunities. His mind was 

tuned to promote quality and affordable educational services in Africa. His special calling 

was proudly embraced by family members and close associates. He first initiated the 

Kirinya Community Nursery School but later dropped the name in favour of HOPE OF 

DESTINY NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL ESTABLISHMENT. 

Additionally, the combination of high demand for early childhood development facilities 

and limited supply of such facilities in Wakiso District 2004, low levels of Literacy, good 

government policies and Rapidly changing Technology-Driven world empowered the 

vision Bearer, Bishop Mugoba Nsonga James and Mrs. Mable Mugoba Nsonga to commit 

hard earned financial resources towards the formation of HOPE OF DESTINY NURSRY 

AND PRIMARY SCHOOL. They were proudly joined by a vibrant team of mainly 

learned family members to step-up support for the growth and development of the 

school. Those who joined were; 

1. Mrs.Deborah Mbabazi Mukiibi  

2. Mrs.Sanyo Margaret Konde  

3. Mr.Deo Mugoba Nsonga  
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4. Mr.Asaphu Buyinza and Bishop Kigundu Moses, all the mentioned persons 

participate in the development of the school directly or indirectly. It’s worth 

noting that the spirit of oneness, togetherness, and team work; propelled the 

growth and development of the school for the last 13 years (2004-2018) with a 

remarkable acquisition of school property estimated at about UGX.500 

million(USD.142,857) and other Assets. 

 

SCHOOL MISSION  

Giving new hope of destiny to the young generation. 

 

SCHOOL VISION 

Raising God fearing learners and skillful generation through holistic educational 

programs. 

 

SCHOOL MOTTO 

The school motto is “In God we trust” 

 

UNIQUENESS  

The school is strictly focused on uplifting the most disadvantaged and underprivileged 

children. Most of the pupils are orphans, abandoned children and those from poor 

families within cross-cutting communities. The school prepared for 13years to create 

foundation for durable educational investments in Africa. It has acquired fixed Assets 

such as Real estate and others. 

 

LEGAL STATUS 

The school has since been issued with a temporary permit in accordance with section 

31/32 of the Education Act 2008, under license No. MOES/ECD/N/D/2018/L037 

(January 12, 2018-January 12, 2020). However, the school has acquired its own 
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permanent physical address; a development that would enable the authorities to issue a 

durable operational permit. 

 

SCHOOL FACILITIES  

The school is developing two modern flats to create more classrooms and teacher’s 

quarters. Once complete, the facilities would accommodate between 700-800 learners. 

 

THE SECURITY  

The school security is reasonably tight. Every visitor is issued with a visitors’ book to 

sign on arrival at the school. 

 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  

The school has friends in the United States of America and Norway. Efforts are 

continuous to update the friendship data bank locally and globally. 

 

POSITIVE CHALLENGE  

The school has limited space to meet future demands and opportunities. The branch 

facility is spacious but too far from the vibrant city. 

 

THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY  

The main school has 120 learners, 10 teachers and 10 support staff. The branch facility 

has 210 learners. The community enjoys friendly neighborhood blessed with 

nationalities from across Africa and beyond. 

 

SANITATION COVERAGE  

The school sanitation coverage is at about 65%. More facilities are being developed to 

improve the sanitation as more learners come/join. 
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POWER SUPPLY AND FUEL 

The school receives power supply from the National Grid, providing constant energy to 

run the school establishment. Standby generators are not in place. Wood fuel is the 

main source of energy used for cooking. 

 

SCHOOL INSPECTION 

The school is routinely inspected by the inspectors of schools from the District. 

Construction works are inspected by engineers from the municipal council. 

 

ADMISSION PROCEDURE  

The school has developed a standard application form for the primary section. Parents 

are required to fill. No interviews are carried out; but children are assessed in 

classroom for a period of one week then placed in the right class for the right attention. 

 

CURRICULUM  

The school follows the Uganda National School syllabus and covers a wide range of 

National, regional and international studies. English is the main medium of instruction. 

The school is yet developing other outside classroom activities such as; football, 

athletics etc. 

 

HEADTEAHER’S REMARKS. 

“We have a bright future. We are doing everything possible to provide good quality and 

affordable educational service for communities” explains Mrs.Akisa Santa Moses, the 

school headteacher. 

 

BRIEF ABOUT THE VISION BEARER 

Bishop Mugoba Nsonga James is a refined/transformed personality mentored by early 

childhood challenges. 
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He was born on 30th September, 1958 to the family of the late Gracious Simba(RIP) and 

late Adera Agaba Simba of Nsunjunporwe village. He got married to Mrs.Mable Mugoba 

Nsonga on 30th June 1986.He has eleven (11) children with two grand children. He is 

the chairperson of the Elders Council of Kampala region, National fellowship of 

Pentecostal churches of Uganda. 

He earned a Diploma in Theology from Makerere Glad Tidings in Uganda. He pursued 

other trainings through church programs. In 1968-1999 he served under the Full gospel 

Churches of Uganda. 

He now serves as Bishop under the REVIVAL FULL GOSPEL CHURCH 

INTERNTAIONAL based in Kampala, Uganda-Africa. 

Watch the space! 


